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“This work reveals the richness of
the theatre experience itself.”

“By virtue of its brevity and overall
comprehensiveness, Miller’s book would make
an excellent background text for
introductory courses in pre-twentieth
century American drama and a compact reminder
to more advanced scholars of names and plays they
may have forgotten.”—Comparative Drama

—Theatre History Studies

“Dr. Londré taught me the value and creativity that
can be found within dramaturgy. She showed me
how, as a dramaturg, I could have a profound impact
on the director, actors, designers, and production
concept, as well as every other area of production.”
—Amanda Boyle in HowlRound

Words at Play: Creative Writing and Dramaturgy
Felicia Hardison Londre
Paper 978-0-8093-2680-8
$32.00, 272 pages

Entertaining the Nation: American Drama in the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
Tice L. Miller
Paper 978-0-8093-2778-2
E-book 978-0-8093-8748-9
$38.00, 238 pages

“This book is extremely important.”

“This is the most comprehensive text
on script analysis . . . in the field.

—Jorge Huerta, author of Chicano Drama:
Performance, Society and Myth

Rush covers a tremendous amount of ground. His

“[This book] arrives as a significantly synthetic
achievement, a book that both recasts the historiography of US Latina/o dramaturgy as it also affirms
‘the power of theatricality as a means of understanding,
exploring and rethinking ethnicity.’”—Comparative
Drama

Contemporary Latina/o Theater: Wrighting Ethnicity
Jon D. Rossini
Paper 978-0-8093-2830-7
E-book 978-0-8093-8702-1
$38.00, 272 pages

Bertie Ferdman
Paperback 978-0-8093-3470-4
E-book 978-0-8093-3471-1
$38.00, 212 pages, 36 illus.

“Ferdman’s work documents—with clarity and articulate purpose—a major shift in performance/theatre that
is ongoing and under way, and it succeeds in articulating a method of analyzing and understanding the wide range
of performances that take place outside and beyond conventional building-based theatre spaces.”—Lesley Ferris,
coeditor of Contemporary Women Playwrights: Into the Twenty-Frst Century

Californios, Anglos, and the Performance of
Oligarchy in the U.S. West
Paperback 978-0-8093-3647-0
E-book 978-0-8093-3648-7
$45.00, 268 pages, 22 illus.

Strategies: A Language-Based Approach to Playwriting

A Student Guide to Play Analysis
David Rush
Paper 978-0-8093-2609-9
$32.00, 320 pages

As Seen on
Playbill’s list of
“8 New Theatre Books
You Need to Read This
Summer”

“This new work from CUNY theatre professor Bertie Ferdman looks at site-specific-theatre—theatre that is
created for a specific non-traditional space rather than a typical theatre venue—and what makes it so vital.
Specific productions discussed include David Levine’s Private Moment, Mary Ellen Strom and Ann Carlson’s Geyser
Land, Jim Findlay’s Dream of the Red Chamber, and Lola Arias’ Mi Vida Despues.”—Logan Culwell-Block, Playbill

Andrew Gibb

“Andrew Gibb meticulously and cogently argues the history of a cultural collaboration, mediated not by conflict
but by performance. This is theatre culture at its most persuasive, revealing the social, political, and economic
factors at play in a given moment of historical change.”—Rosemarie Bank, author of Theatre Culture in America,
1825–1860
“Gibb’s work deftly challenges the long held notion that californio culture simply gave way to Anglo ascendancy.
The result is a crucial contribution to our understanding of U.S. history, Western historiography, and Latinx history
in (what would become) the United States.”—Lisa Jackson-Schebetta, author of Traveler, There Is No Road: Theatre,
the Spanish Civil War, and the Decolonial Imagination in the Americas

“Should be required reading for
administrators and students alike.”

“With a focus on the beginning writer, Rush’s [book]
about playwriting is distinctive and worthy of
consideration for any teacher of dramatic writing
looking for a textbook or for any young writer seeking
a welcoming, experienced voice and a friendly,
knowledgeable guide to accompany her/him in writing
a first play.”—Theatre Topics
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Contemporary Performance Beyond Site-Specific

—Paul C. Castagno, author of New Playwriting

—Paul Meshejian, artistic director of PlayPenn

David Rush
Paper 978-0-8093-2959-5
E-book 978-0-8093-8582-9
$28.00, 192 pages, 1 illus.

Off Sites

command of the whole dramatic bag is amazing.”

“A clearly articulated structural
analysis of how conventionally
constructed plays work.”

Building Your Play: Theory and Practice for the
Beginning Playwright

New from Southern Illinois University Press

Theatre and Cartographies of Power
Repositioning the Latina/o Americas

—Gil Lazier

Edited by Jimmy A. Noriega and Analola Santana

“This superb book captures the intrigue, egos,
unselfishness, and even cliff-hanging moments of the
past century’s dependence on theater ‘angels’ in their
many manifestations.”—Don B. Wilmeth, coeditor of the
three-volume Cambridge History of American Theatre

Paperback 978-0-8093-3631-9
E-book 978-0-8093-3632-6
$60.00, 320 pages, 15 illus.

Angels in the American Theater: Patrons,
Patronage, and Philanthropy
Edited by Robert A. Schanke
Paper 978-0-8093-2747-8
E-book 978-0-8093-8743-4
$35.00, 320 pages, 15 illus.

www.siupress.com/astr

“The editors undo the cartography of power that privileges U.S. theory over Latin American voices, dislodging
a long-running academic colonialism. . . . They also unmask the hierarchy that has often worked against the
recognition that Latina/o American artists are important critical thinkers about power, representation, and violence
in the Americas.”—Patricia Ybarra, author of Performing Conquest and coeditor of Neoliberalism and Global
Theatres
“This book brings into conversation many of the world’s most important Latin American theatre scholars and
practitioners. Noriega and Santana present fresh themes and innovative, cutting-edge theories and artistic
practices, expanding conceptions of Latin American and Latinx theatre.”—Gail A. Bulman, author of Staging
Words, Performing Worlds

www.siupress.com/astr

Receive a 30% discount and free shipping on online orders using code ASTR.
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“It’s the bible for all theater
practitioners.”

Adapturgy

The Dramaturg’s Art and Theatrical Adaptation

“Adapturgy is a razor-sharp introduction to adaptation as dramaturgy in action. Best of all, Barnette consistently
works to broaden our sense of the potential for theory and practice to inform one another.”—Geoff Proehl, author
of Toward a Dramaturgical Sensibility: Landscape and Journey
“This book is the first to tackle literary adaptation for theatre from a dramaturgical perspective, providing an
up-to-the-minute treatment of a still-blossoming area of theatre practice. I am eager to use it for my next seminar in
dramaturgy.”—Felicia Hardison Londré, author of “Love’s Labour’s Lost”: Critical Essays

Backwards & Forwards:
A Technical Manual for Reading Plays
David Ball
Paper 978-0-8093-1110-1
E-book 978-0-8093-8061-9
$20.00, 112 pages

Memory, Transitional Justice, and Theatre in
Postdictatorship Argentina

Special 35th
Anniversary
Edition!

Staging Social Justice: Collaborating to Create Activist Theatre
Edited by Norma Bowles and Daniel-Raymond Nadon
Paperback 978-0-8093-3238-0
E-book 978-0-8093-3239-7
$35.00, 328 pages, 1 illus.

“A nuanced, insightful biography.”

“An entirely practical guide to
everyday dramaturgical work.”

—Theatre Journal

—Ken Cerniglia, Dramaturg and Literary Manager,
Disney Theatrical Productions

Noe Montez
Paperback 978-0-8093-3629-6
E-book 978-0-8093-3630-2
$45.00, 262 pages, 11 illus.

“A Spectacle of Suffering is a unique contribution to
theatre scholarship. Barbara Grossman has done an
excellent job of piecing together Clara Morris’s history.
Her text is effortless to read—as smooth as a novel—and
the documentation is impeccable.”—Rosemarie K. Bank,
author of Theatre Culture in America, 1825–1860

“This book documents the rigor, intellectual research,
and collaborative skills required of a practicing
dramaturg today. Students and professionals alike
will find illumination of lasting value in Ghost Light.”
—Elizabeth Bradley, New York University

Montez examines the Argentine theatre’s responses to the country’s transitional justice policies—truth and
reconciliation hearings, trials, amnesties and pardons, and memorial events and spaces—that have taken place in
the last decade of the twentieth century and the first two decades of the twenty-first century.
“This book offers an important update to studies on Argentina’s postdictatorship theatre, documenting the
ways it has registered contested approaches to transitional justice strategies, which themselves embed changing
understandings of the role of individual and collective memory.”—Tamara L. Underiner, author of Contemporary
Theatre in Mayan Mexico: Death-Defying Acts

“Emphasizing concepts such as ‘safe space,’ ‘target
audience,’ ‘empowerment,’ the ‘movable middle,’ and
‘intergenerational collaboration,’ the essays combine
to make a convincing case for the efficacy of Bowles’
Theater for Social Justice as an accessible vehicle by
which to implement social change on a grassroots
level.”—The Gay and Lesbian Review

“This marvelously instructive book shows how
to unlock the secrets of plot, character, theme,
exposition, imagery, motivation, conflict, theatricality
and pacing. . . . Our editor says he learned more about
dramatic structure in the few hours he spent with this
ninety-six-page book than he has in his twenty years
of theater experience.”
—Stage Directions

Paperback 978-0-8093-3627-2
E-boook 978-0-8093-3628-9
$40.00, 268 pages, 10 illus.

Ghost Light: An Introductory Handbook for Dramaturgy
Michael Mark Chemers
Paper 978-0-8093-2952-6
E-book 978-0-8093-8571-3
$32.00, 232 pages, 2 illus.

Swim Pretty

A Spectacle of Suffering: Clara Morris on the American Stage
Barbara Wallace Grossman
Paper 978-0-8093-2882-6
E-book 978-0-8093-8729-8
$38.00, 344 pages, 24 illus.

“This high-voltage collection of
seminal political plays [is] indispensable reading for contemporary culture watchers.”

Aquatic Spectacles and the Performance of Race, Gender, and Nature

Jennifer A. Kokai
Paperback 978-0-8093-3600-5
E-book 978-0-8093-3601-2
$40.00, 256 pages, 18 illus.

“A must-read for musical theatre
fans, scholars, and artists alike.”
—Jill Dolan

“Bruce Kirle reassesses . . . the Broadway musical, and
demonstrates it to be an enormously complex social
phenomenon. By analyzing performance conventions—
indeed, everything that never makes it into the published
libretto or score—he sheds new light on many of the
musicals we thought we knew so well.”—David Savran,
author of A Queer Sort of Materialism: Recontextualizing
American Theater

—Jody McAuliffe, author of My Lovely Suicides

“This collection of plays paints an unsettling landscape
of characters, emotions, and experiences from the
present and past that continue to power the American
socio-political pathos.”—The Journal of American
Culture

“This book charts the development of aquatic spectacle performances from the 1939 World’s Fair to the recent
death of a trainer at Sea World, discussing the performances in terms of an ‘aesthetics of descension.’ While the 1939
Fair has received much scholarly attention, the broader story of aquatic spectacles has not. This book brings its
diverse examples together in a lively and original manner.”—Michael Peterson, author of Straight White Male:
Performance Art Monologues
“With rigorous historical analysis and keen contemporary observations, Kokai constructs an acute understanding of
the uneasy cohabitations of capitalism and nature; animal and human; and tourism, pedagogy, and entertainment. . . .
Readable and fascinating.”—Jill Dolan, author of Utopia in Performance: Finding Hope at the Theater

Receive a 30% discount and free shipping on online orders using code ASTR.

—Theatre Topics

—Stephen DiMenna, faculty at New York University

Jane Barnette
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“This is an excellent book.”

www.siupress.com/astr

American Political Plays After 9/11
Edited by Allan Havis
Paper 978-0-8093-2954-0
E-book 978-0-8093-8555-3
$29.95, 304 pages

www.siupress.com/astr

Unfinished Show Business: Broadway Musicals as
Works-in-Process
Bruce Kirle
Paper 978-0-8093-2667-9
$35.00, 312 pages

Receive a 30% discount and free shipping on online orders using code ASTR.
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